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Objective: This study aims to establish the concept of invalid extraction rates in follicular 
unit extraction and evaluate its clinical value.
Methods: The present study involved 30 patients with alopecia. Three young surgeons 
(nominated A, B, and C) each performed follicular unit extraction on a randomly selected 
portion of the donor site of each patient for ten minutes. The outcomes were separately 
recorded and calculated, and converted to an invalid extraction rate for each surgeon using 
the formula, “invalid extraction rate = 1 − successfully extracted follicular units/actually 
extracted units × 100%.”
Results: The follicular unit invalid extraction efficiency of each surgeon gradually declined. 
The average efficiency level of surgeon B was evaluated as excellent, while the levels of 
surgeons A and C were evaluated as good.
Conclusion: With experience, surgeons can speed up the process of follicular unit extrac-
tion and gradually increase performance quality through both extraction speed and success 
rate.
Keywords: follicular unit extraction, operating level, evaluation

Introduction
Follicular unit extraction (FUE) technology is a hair transplantation technology 
proposed by Rassman in the mid-1990s;1 it has become one of the most popular 
procedures in hair transplantation surgery. In this procedure, a hollow circular drill 
is used to directly drill out hair follicles, and bunches of hair from the occipital 
donor area of the patient are used to prepare hair follicle transplantation units.2–5 In 
order to remove the required grafts within a limited time, the surgeon performing 
the hair transplantation is required to drill relatively quickly. However, some 
clinicians focus on speed, ignoring the damage caused to patients by invalid 
drilling. Therefore, the authors propose the concept of invalid extraction rates and 
a related calculation method to emphasize minimizing damage to patients in FUE.

The calculation of invalid extraction rates was used to evaluate the performance 
of three young surgeons during drilling operations in FUE in the Burn and Plastic 
Surgery Department of the Fourth Medical Center of the General Hospital of the 
Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) from February to November 2018. This 
achieved encouraging advancement, backward supervision, and common progress. 
The details are reported below.
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Subjects and Methods
Clinical Data
A total of 30 patients were enrolled in the present study. 
All patients were male, with ages ranging from 17 to 55 
years. There were 23 patients with male alopecia and 7 
patients with cicatricial alopecia. For each patient, hair 
was taken from the occipital area, and no severe trauma 
or surgical history was found in the donor area. Hair was 
taken from each patient through FUE drilling, and hair 
acquisition numbers ranged from 2051 to 4211. 
Preoperative inspection revealed that the average hair 
density of the donor area was between 91 and 152 follicles 
per cm2, and hair diameter ranged from 0.053 to 
0.097 mm. The hair in the donor area was shaved to 
a length of 1 mm. Each site was divided into four areas 
by a horizontal and a vertical line drawn through the 
position of the occipital carina.6–9 This study was con-
ducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki 
and approved by the Ethics Committee of The Fourth 
Medical Center of the General Hospital of the PLA. All 
patients provided written informed consent before enroll-
ment in the study; informed consent forms of patients 
under the age of 18 were signed by their guardians.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The inclusion criteria were as follows: 1) normal results of 
routine preoperative blood and coagulation tests; 2) no 
infection or folliculitis on the scalp; and 3) patients eligi-
ble for hair transplant.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) patients with 
infectious diseases such as hepatitis B, hepatitis C, syphi-
lis, or AIDS; and 2) hair rotation in the extractive part of 
the posterior occipital area.

Invalid Extraction Rate in Follicular Unit 
Extraction
The invalid extraction rate in FUE measures the percen-
tage of invalid extraction when surgeons take hair follicle 
units by drilling and reflects the need to reduce the degree 
of damage in the hair donor area. The calculation method 
is as follows: “invalid extraction rate in FUE = 1 − suc-
cessfully extracted follicular units/actually extracted units 
× 100%.”

Equipment
A folliscope hair detection analyzer, a FUEPK-7000 hair fol-
licle drilling machine (LeadM, South Korea), and a number of 

1-mm hair extraction drills were used (Figure 1). An extraction 
needle with a diameter of 0.8 or 0.9 mm (LeadM, South Korea) 
was used (Figure 2), with the selection of the specific needle 
used based on the thickness of each patient’s hair in the 
extraction region (Figure 3).

Research Methods
For each alopecia patient, a quarter of the donor area was 
randomly selected for FUE drilling by each of three young 
surgeons (A, B, and C). (Arrangements were made for one 
of the doctors to continue to extract hair from the remain-
ing quarter, but this fourth site was not included in the 
statistics.) For each surgeon, the total number of hair 
follicles drilled and the number of hair follicles success-
fully drilled in ten minutes were respectively recorded. 
Then, the invalid extraction rate in FUE was calculated. 
The results were analyzed by statistical data processing. 
A line chart was drawn, and the development trend was 
observed.

Figure 1 FUEPK-7000 hair follicle drilling machine.

Figure 2 The drills produced by LeadM in South Korea.
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Evaluation Criteria
The invalid extraction rate in FUE was classified as fol-
lows. Excellent: invalid extraction rate in FUE ≤15%; 
Good: 15% <invalid extraction rate in FUE ≤18%; 
Passed: 18% <invalid extraction rate in FUE ≤20%; 
Failed: invalid extraction rate in FUE >20%.

Results
The following results were recorded for ten minutes of 
surgery. On average, surgeon A drilled 408.33 follicular 
units, of which 346.10 were successfully drilled; the 

average invalid extraction rate in FUE was therefore 
15.16% (good). Surgeon B drilled an average of 408.33 
follicular units, of which 351.47 were successfully drilled; 
the average invalid extraction rate in FUE was 13.89% 
(excellent). Surgeon C drilled an average of 410.17 folli-
cular units, of which 342.57 were successfully drilled; the 
average invalid extraction rate in FUE was 16.37% (good).

As shown in Figure 4, the results reveal that as the 
experience of each of the three surgeons grew, their invalid 
extraction rate in FUE decreased to a certain extent. On 
average, surgeon B successfully extracted more follicular 
units (351.47) than surgeon A (346.10), and significantly 
more than surgeon C (342.57). The average invalid extrac-
tion rate in FUE of surgeon B (13.89) was correspondingly 
lower than that of surgeon A (15.16%) and significantly 
lower than that of surgeon C (16.37%). Surgeon 
C displayed the fastest average drilling speed but had the 
highest invalid extraction rates. Surgeons A and B had 
similar speeds, but surgeon B’s invalid extraction rates 
were slightly lower. Surgeon B had the lowest average 
invalid extraction rate, which was rated as excellent, 
while the results for surgeons A and C were rated as good.

Discussion
Hair transplantation for androgenic alopecia has a rapid, 
reliable, and long-lasting effect and is a relatively ideal 
treatment method.10–12 Since 1939, when Dr. Okuda in 
Japan discovered that hair could survive after scalp 

Figure 3 The diameter of posterior occipital hair follicles examined by trichoscope 
before operation.

Figure 4 Change trend of invalid extraction rate of FUE by three doctors A, B and C.
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transplantation, hair transplantation technology has made 
revolutionary advances, beginning to mature with 
Rassman’s proposal of FUE technology in the mid- 
1990s.13–15 There are two conventional surgical methods: 
scalp strip cutting technology and FUE technology. Since 
scalp strip cutting technology leaves obvious scars, in 
clinics most patients accept FUE technology.16

Compared with traditional scalp string cutting technol-
ogy, FUE has the advantages of small trauma, low cost, 
unconspicuous scar in the donor area, and quick recovery. 
The hair follicles can be implanted after separation and 
collection, and the surgery requires fewer operators, 
thereby completely overcoming the shortcomings of 
scalp strip cutting technology. However, FUE also has its 
limitations. The operation is lengthy, with the time taken 
for hair follicle extraction almost the same as that for 
implantation, and the patient needs to be placed in the 
prone position while the hair follicles are extracted. The 
prolonged period in this position can cause discomfort for 
those with a lumbar vertebral disease and those unaccus-
tomed to the position. Furthermore, for hair transplantation 
over large areas, multiple operations are needed as the 
number of follicles grafted from one FUE is limited.17–19

Reducing the invalid extraction rate in FUE means 
reducing error rates in hair follicle drilling. This is the 
common wish of patients and surgeons; it is also the aim 
and direction of FUE technology development and the 
surgeon’s efforts. When a surgeon first learns the techni-
que of drilling hair follicles, they usually have a high 
invalid extraction rate, not only causing the non- 
utilization of a large quantity of drilled hair follicles but 
also increasing the trauma of patients and the drilling time 
and/or the number of operations required. However, there 
are currently no objective criteria for evaluating 
a surgeon’s level of skill in this area. There are many 
factors that lead to hair follicle inactivation, including 
mechanical clamping injury, dry hair follicles, abnormal 
temperature, and a long time in vitro. Any of these factors 
may cause the failure of implanted hair follicle survival. 
The integrity of hair follicle extraction is the basis for the 
survival of transplanted hair follicles. Our study focuses 
on the integrity of the hair follicle during the extraction 
process, proposing the concept of invalid extraction rates 
in FUE to increase the drilling speed for hair follicle units 
while reducing the invalid drilling rate, thus preventing 
excessive damage to the hair and to the patient.

The invalid extraction rate in FUE can be used to 
evaluate the technical level of a surgeon in FUE drilling. 

Drilling speed is one criterion for evaluation; we propose 
the invalid extraction rate as an additional criterion that 
more accurately reflects the surgeon’s skills. Under the 
same conditions for drilling hair follicles, surgeons with 
low invalid extraction rates in FUE will reduce patients’ 
pain and increase the utilization rate for hair follicles, 
which will reduce the damage to patients. Reducing the 
invalid extraction rate in FUE while improving drilling 
speed will be of great benefit to both patients and sur-
geons. The measured invalid extraction rate for a surgeon 
varies between patients, often correlating with the patient’s 
hair density, hair thickness, hair growth direction, scalp 
hardness, and other factors.20 However, given consistent 
technical characteristics, the surgeon’s invalid extraction 
rate in FUE can be expected to decrease to a certain extent 
with experience.

By calculating and examining the invalid extraction 
rate in FUE, surgeons’ technical proficiency can be 
observed to change with the accumulation of experience. 
The statistical findings concerning the three surgeons in 
this study and their 30 patients indicate that as total dril-
ling time increased, the invalid extraction rate in FUE for 
each surgeon gradually decreased. This measure can be 
used to evaluate whether a surgeon’s level of operating 
efficiency has improved. Similarly, surgeons can improve 
their technique by understanding their invalid extraction 
rate in each FUE and summing up and learning from their 
experience.

A drilling surgeon’s invalid extraction rate in FUE can 
therefore be used as an evaluation criterion. At present, 
although hair transplantation technology is maturing glob-
ally, the technical level of professional practitioners 
remains uneven. Management in this field is chaotic, and 
there are no complete or systemic technical standards. 
Therefore, the proposed invalid extraction rates in FUE 
can support hair transplantation surgery technology in 
China in becoming standardized and of higher quality, 
and contribute to the establishment of effective criteria 
for assessing a surgeon’s technical specifications.

This study has certain limitations. First, the extraction 
difficulty varies greatly between patients. Because the 
sample size for the study was limited, there is a certain 
selection bias. Second, although it is (theoretically) best to 
compare extraction rates over the same scalp area of the 
same patient, it is impossible for more than one doctor to 
extract from the same site. We selected the two sides of the 
scalp of each patient for comparison, which may have 
influenced the results.
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